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How lively is your school’s soil?

SUPER SOIL SCIENCE  
Soil is full of life. Some living things are big so we can 
see them but there are billions of bacteria, fungi and 
microorganisms that we can’t see.
It is often said that a handful of soil has more living 
organisms than there are people on planet Earth.
Here is a simple and fun experiment for you to do with 
your class to test the biological activity in your soil and find 
out how soil organisms can break down organic materials 
to make nutrients available to plants.

Split your class into groups, this way you will be able 
to compare results at the end of the experiment .

 

You will need:  
 » A cotton tea towel (roughly 30 cm x 60 cm) with a knot tied in one corner,   

 one per group. You could use an old cotton t-shirt, an old cotton pillow  
 case or even a pair of cotton underpants but, for this experiment to work,   
 whatever you choose must be 100% cotton
 » Spade
 » Gardening gloves

Cell A basic unit of life 

Organisms Living thing made up of one or more cells

Micro-organisms Tiny little organisms, that are impossible to see with the naked eye

Bacteria Very small organisms, made up of one cell

Fungi A special group of living things that gets its food from decomposing organic matter

Organic material Material that has come from a recently living organism

Biological activity Things like bacteria and fungi that feed on plant material in the soil, breaking it down  
and causing decay

GLOSSARY 
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1. Get each group to select a patch of soil somewhere at school to bury their tea towel.  
 Select totally different areas, maybe one in the school garden (maintained soil) or in an area  
 where nothing grows, maybe in a sheltered spot.

2. Dig a hole in the topsoil of the selected area and bury your tea towel, keeping the knot above  
 the ground so you can find where you have buried it.

3. Now simply leave it buried, for a minimum of 8 weeks.

4. Dig up your soiled tea towel and inspect what the soil biology has done to it.

5. Compare each group’s findings.
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RESULTS

What’s happened to 
your tea towel? Findings What this means 

about your soil

Could you wash and use
your tea towel?

Sadly, your soil on this dig is in 
pretty poor shape, which is not 
so good for your plants!

The soil here may need some 
help to improve the soil biology 
working underground.   
Make sure the soil is not hard 
and compacted, and try adding 
some compost to increase the 
amount of organic material that 
feeds the soil life and keeps  
it active

Just the knot left? Good news. The biology in your 
soil is thriving and has broken 
down 100% of the natural carbon 
of the cotton, meaning your 
soil for this dig is in really good 
shape.

Active soil biology will do lots 
of good work to keep your soil 
healthy, including releasing  
nutrients from organic materials 
and making them available for 
your plants.
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To test the soil in their fields, farmers have been known to do an experiment very similar to this one 
called ‘Soil your pants.’ Cotton pants are buried up to the waist band for 8 weeks. At the end of the 
experiment if the farmer can wash and wear the pants, then he knows that his soil needs attention!!
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Things to consider
 » Keep track of the weather during the 8 weeks
 » Positioning of the plot
 » Worm count in the plot before and after the experiment




